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ADDRESS
BOFI (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD (345459-A)

Singapore

Lot 43, Jalan BRP 9/2A, Bukit Rahman Putra,

18, Sin Ming Lane, Midview City #01-13,

47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor, Malaysia.

Singapore 573960

T: + 603 6156 6360

T : + 65 6365 2239

F: + 603 6157 1135

F : + 65 6362 6256

E: enquiry@bofi.com.my
W: www.bofi.com.my

Kuala Lumpur / Rossana Cucine
D7, Sentul East Lot G7 - G10, No. 800
Jalan Sentul, 51000 Kuala Lumpur
Viewing by appointment
T : + 603 7958 8806
T : + 6012 311 0326

Selangor
32, Jalan Kemajuan, Sekysen 12, 46200
Petaling Jaya, Selangor
T : + 603 7958 8806
F : + 603 7958 7810

Penang
Penang Plaza Lot G04-G06 & 118-121,
126 Jalan Burma, 10050 Georgetown, Penang.
T : + 604 227 3006
F : + 604 227 3025

Kuching
Sub Lot 6 Ground Floor, Queens Court Block E,
Jalan Wan Alwi, 93350 Kuching, Sarawak.
T : + 60 82 460016
F : + 60 82 460016

Surabaya
Bukit Darmo Boulevard 8N, Surabaya 60226,
Indonesia
T : + 6231 7344 911
F : + 6231 7340 543

Jakarta
Jakarta Design Center Lt. 4 SR 05, JL. Jend,
Gatot Subroto Kav. 53, Jakarta 10260, Indonesia.
T : +6221 5367 7702 / 03
F : +6221 5367 7706
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An architectural
testament to the
brand’s promise in
creating refreshing
living environments

Julian Yeoh, General Manager
Since joining the company in 2003, the University of Melbourne
graduate has fully dedicated his efforts in building upon the
foundation set by the company’s founders to achieve even greater
heights. In the pursuit for growth, Julian is a firm believer that the
company remains true to its core values of quality, service and
innovation.
In a market segment catering to discerning clientele; exceptional
quality, personalised service, and constant innovation sets Bofi
apart from the pack. It is with this philosophy that significant
inroads has been made into both the project and retail market over
recent years.
He advocates the importance of continual improvement on both
individual and company wide level to create a truly remarkable
experience, a Bofi experience.
“We are constantly looking for ways to improve not just our
product, but, the complete experience from the moment the
customer steps into our doors.”
The Bofi brand excels today as a highly reputable producer of
elegant designer kitchen & wardrobe furniture, providing homes
with truly mesmerising living environments. As Bofi’s position in
the local market continues to grow at a steady pace, Julian seeks
new milestones in introducing Bofi’s unique offering to the rest of
the world.

NyapShin KOH, Design Architect
Upon graduation from University of Malaya, KOH was awarded
2004 Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia (PAM) Best Student Award. He
has been placed in numerous important design roles in the offices
of ZLG Design Sdn. Bhd. and Homun Architect.
In 2005, he formed Versatile Design (M) Sdn. Bhd. and has been
actively involved since then in the architectural fraternity; both
practical and academia. The architecture of KOH was recognised
in 2011 with the PAM 30 under 40 (Emerging Malaysian Architects
under Age of 40) selection and subsequent publication.
Currently, KOH is the design director of the office and controls the
directions the company undertakes in all projects. KOH has been
a regular visiting critic at UTAR and Taylors University School of
Architecture. In May 2012, he was an invited speaker for PAM 30
under 40 lecture X. In 2012, he was selected as part of the team
representing Malaysia at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2012.
KOH’s principles and guidelines on v:dro (Versatile Design
Research Office Sdn Bhd) is about “research-based design”, which
they are committed to dealing with small or large scale design
programs by forming tailored teams of interdisciplinary experts.
The architects, city planners, interior designers, product designers
would forge alliances with artists, graphics and alternative media
designers. They’d then engage rigorously with residents, the
clients, the end users in order to infuse each project with individual
character, devoid from mere stylistic reinterpretations.

EVO
Behold, the sleek and cutting
edge, minimalist elegance of the
EVO model in Zericote veneer and
textured Mocha finish. A design
made to express and accentuate the
modernest lifestyle of urban living,
combined with the flair and elegance
of the organic and geometric.
Elegant quartzstone crafted to
perfection, forms the snow colour
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worktop that also houses the built-in
domino combination gas and ceramic
hobs, ventilated with stainless steel
island hood. Chamfered aluminium
trims in textured, powder coated black
finish, as well as a chrome high sprout
flexible neck mixer, and an adjoining
dinner counter in Zericote veneer
with reflective frameless doors.

A living environment that provides
the perfect kitchen solutions in
practical and exquisite minimalist
simplicity
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EVO
Experience the ultra-sleek and gliding
gracefulness of EVO in white high
gloss that befits the contemporary
elegance of modern living.
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The worktop is designed with an arctic
white acrylic solid surface, Arabescato
marble cladding and chamfered
aluminium trims. It is artfully built in a
tiered block arrangement, with build
in induction hob, a seamless under
mount acrylic sink with lighted, pullout glacier white mixer and ventilated
by a stainless steel island hood.

The tall cabinets in white high gloss
is created in a refined symmetrical
design of modernist aesthetics. With
chamfered aluminium trims, sleek, flat
profile, handleless doors and drawers,
as well as built-in refrigerator, oven
microwave and dish warmer, it is
designed to accompany the total
functionality and graceful design
harmony of the EVO model.
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BOFI
JALAN KEMAJUAN
SHOWROOM
The basis of design is that
it shall bear resemblance to
a home, which expresses
itself in harmony with the
surrounding build form,
scale and profile
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The Bofi showroom design is
more than a gallery space, it is
an experience. An architectural
testament to the brand’s promise in
creating living environments of both
quality and innovation.
The architecture is created to
resemble a residential home of
contemporary modernist design with
a literally ubiquitous dual pitched roof
that expresses a harmonious balance
with its environs.
To provide both privacy and a hint
of mystery, the transparency of the
building is only maintained through
slits of skylight from the roof, and a
spacious designated area within the

front facade that relates to the main
road.
Combined with a screen of evergreen
foliage encased in a steel lattice
design, the layered facade works as
both a fringe between its environs
and its exquisite interiors, as well
as a clear, welcoming and elegant
indication of the home solution
services provided within.
The structure and interior were
designed to be comfortably spacious,
creating the volume required for it to
function as a gallery space that not
merely exhibits, but allows the visitor
to truly experience the designs.

The textured Mocha finish tall cabinets
are designed for volume, simplicity
and functionality, with chamfered
aluminium trims in textured, powder
coated black finish and inside cabinet
compartments built with meticulously
selected melamine earth tissue
carcass board. The design also has
built-in appliances, microwave, steam
oven and a stainless steel oven.
The wall unit is designed with
electronic motorised lift-up doors,
as well as a stainless steel sink with
tinted glass cover.
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